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More than 820 million people in the world don't have enough to eat, while climate change and increasing competition for land and water are further raising concerns about the future balance between ...
Informing policy for long-term global food security
Forging an ally-centered partnership to support nationally owned climate action initiatives in developing countries could form part of a new Transatlantic agenda. Focusing some of these initiatives on ...
Transatlantic Climate Action in the Gulf and Great-Power Competition
Bipartisan belligerence and spiraling Pentagon budgets threaten to undermine global climate action just when we need it most.
Biden's Climate Pledges Are Incompatible with His Belligerence Toward China
But when it comes to the policy itself, the only consensus is that nobody can agree on what exactly it means, but everyone in the Biden administration seems to be talking about it. The Trump ...
Biden Can Do Better Than Trump’s China Policy
This year’s research identifies more than 400 first-rate competition economists for their cutting-edge work. These individuals are renowned for their world-leading expertise on matters ranging from ...
Competition 2021 – Economists - Legal Marketplace Analysis
America’s institutions are starting to grapple with these new dynamics in global competition ... senior research fellow at the Potomac Institute for Policy Studies and holds a doctorate in ...
Congress Needs a Global Competition Caucus
Asia Society Australia Executive Director, Policy, Richard Maude reflects on Prime Minister Scott Morrison's speech to the Perth USAsia Centre.
The Transformation of Australian Foreign Policy: Reflections on Prime Minister Morrison's Perth Speech
Both chambers have passed bills to authorize billions of dollars in new spending on technology but appropriators have to offer up the cash.
Experts see promise in China competition bills, but want to see the money too
Dr. Jayanath Colombage said that Sri Lanka followed what he called a foreign policy of neutrality whilst remaining non-aligned amidst strategic competition in the Indian Ocean, regardless of the ...
PF-IISS dialogue: Colombage stresses importance of foreign policy of neutrality
The creation of a machine with human-like intelligence that could someday fool us into believing it's one of us has often been described, with no small measure of trepidation, as the "singularity." ...
Artificial intelligence wants you (and your job)
Amid nationalist-populist calls for industrial policy, autonomous vehicles serve as a reminder that bureaucrats don't have the knowledge to assess critical industries and pick winners.
What driverless cars tell us about industrial policy
President Biden is working with a coalition of more than 100 countries to pass a 15% global minimum tax in an effort to ensure corporations pay their fair share, but Republicans warn the effort may ...
Biden's global minimum tax may hurt American workers, U.S. economy, Republicans warn
While more than 100 countries have agreed to support a 15% global minimum tax, Ireland – which has enjoyed the benefits of a low corporate tax rate for decades – is one of a handful of holdouts.
Here's why Ireland is a no-go for global minimum tax hike
CNW/ - Entropy Inc. ("Entropy" or the "Corporation", a subsidiary of Advantage Energy Ltd. or "Advantage") is pleased to announce initial results from its technology development program at the ...
Entropy Inc. Announces Initial Results of CETRI Technology Development Program and Executive Team Appointment
Using sanctions as method of exerting influence by some countries on others has a negative impact on international economic relations in general and all parties in particular, Vasily Gursky said.
Ambitions of global players behind sanctions against Belarus
Good evening and welcome to a Live Special Edition of TUCKER CARLSON TONIGHT. I'm Mark Steyn, in for Tucker, who is taking a quiet fishing weekend, but he will be dropping by momentarily. China is the ...
Mark Steyn: Virtue-signaling liberals receive a letter
Yet the US ultimate goal remains unchanged: consolidating and expanding US capital groups' possession of global markets. So far, there is still a wide gap between China and the US in quite a few ...
US capital will only isolate themselves if lay siege to China for global market
India’s expanding global footprint, and need for specialisation in governance, are among factors that are behind the rise of think tanks in the country over the last decade.
More visible & vocal — India’s homegrown think tanks are booming, influencing debate & policy
The competition between the U.S. and China over development of quantum technology has implications for both the future of science and the two countries’ political relations ...
China Is Pulling Ahead in Global Quantum Race, New Studies Suggest
Defence Secretary's speech at the American Enterprise Institute. Defence Secretary Ben Wallace at the American Enterprise Institute on the importance of alliances and shared value ...
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